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From the Chair 
Avril Loveless 

'Same stuff, different day…..' was a greeting I received from 
someone last week. Whilst perhaps not 'Thought for the Day', it 
made me think about how to write the editorial for the ITTE 
newsletter which reflected not only the variety of changing 
activities and discussions in which we are involved, but also the 
sense of continuity and community which is ongoing. Looking 

back over the last few months we have been involved in some of the 'same stuff' as in previous 
years, but the content and context is fast changing! 

ITTE as a community….. 

At the Society for IT in Teacher Education (SITE) conference in the US this month, Peter 
Scrimshaw of the Open University gave an interesting and engaging keynote lecture on 
'Creating Learning Communities' and the roles that new technologies can play in teacher 
development at many levels. The ITTE community models this use of a variety of networks - 
from the discussion list to the range of regional groups and conferences - to share experiences 
and expertise and help each other learn from successes and mistakes. There is considerable 
overlap and interaction with other networks and professional associations, as demonstrated 
clearly at the Education for the 3rd Millennium Conference last summer. We also develop our 
links with Becta and the ICT Support Network, and continue to meet with representatives from 
Ofsted, TTA, DfEE and QCA. Niki Davis, now President of SITE, also gave a keynote at the 
conference which described the development of our communities using the imagery of flowers, 
growing first in little clusters in unfriendly terrain, then beginning to bloom and later reflecting 
vigour and diversity. 

The ITTE Research conference was held in November, wonderfully facilitated by Libby Jared. 
This has grown into a significant event in our programme, enabling us to share work in 
progress, ideas, questions and methodologies. Professor Angela McFarlane, now at Bristol 
University, helped us to collect our thoughts at the start of the weekend by outlining a shift in 
models for looking at the impact of ICT on teaching and learning, and made useful suggestions 
to help us focus our thinking and energies at the end. I was struck by the number of people in 
ITTE at the moment who are undertaking research at doctoral level. Although there are many 
in different phases of the process, it is interesting to consider how we have a group of folk who 
are engaged in substantial research design, data collection, analysis and theorising in a variety 
of contexts which can inform developments in the use of ICT in learning and teaching. 

2001 started with a flourish at the BETT show which was an opportunity for ITTE members to 
demonstrate the variety of networks in which we are involved. The itte@bett day conference 
presented a range of topics, from Virtual Schools to research methodology for the Impact2 
project. ITTE presented a seminar focused on ICT as a catalyst to support learning and 
teaching and a number of other members were involved in no fewer than two keynote lectures 
and at least four professional association seminars. All this pales into insignificance compared 
with the Herculean task of putting up the ITTE Stand - many thanks to all those involved! 

Discussions with policy makers….. 

The first few months of the year have given us opportunities to be involved in and respond to a 
number of initiatives and discussions, from our disappointment in the models of ICT use which 
may be promoted by developments in tests for QTS to our positive suggestions for future 
Computers for Teachers Initiatives to include criteria related to involvement in teacher 
education. There are also interesting discussions with QCA and Becta about the role of 
research into ICT and teaching, learning and assessment, in which a strong message - which 
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ITTE supports and is developing approaches to research in the field - is that ICTs have the 
potential to promote the ‘soft’ skills of metacognition, communication, problem-solving and 
collaboration, drawing upon characteristic features of interactivity, provisionality, dynamic and 
multiple representations. 

Beyond the horizon……. 

The Annual ITTE conference in Swansea in July will provide us with the opportunity to meet 
together for our professional conference and share discussions of a number of changes on the 
horizon. The revision of 4/98 will include changes to Annex B which will have implications 
for our course designs and partnership developments and the Green Paper for schools presents 
the changing contexts in which we work in teacher education. The KS3 Strategy includes the 
pilot for pedagogy in ICT and will link closely to much of our work in supporting student 
teachers in IT as a specialist subject. We are pleased to welcome a number of visitors from the 
USA and Australia to our conference, particularly Denise Schmidt from Iowa State University, 
who will be sharing her experiences of partnership and development of integrated and 
specialist ICT in schools and helping us to look beyond our immediate concerns in the UK and 
consider the wider picture and diversity of approaches. 

Interesting times….. 

Important and searching questions are being asked about the nature of pedagogy for teacher 
education and the role that ICT might play. We as a 'community of practice' have addressed a 
number of challenges in these developments in recent years and have a wealth of experience 
and expertise upon which to draw. We have opportunities to support each other during this 
period of change and embody what we preach into our practice. 

aml@pavilion.co.uk 

Editorial 
Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge 

How many ITTE members made a new year’s resolution to write a short article for the 
newsletter? Not a lot I fear – judging by the virtual emptiness this term of my newsletter-item 
folder on my gorgeous iBook (which incidentally starts a new spot the difference between co-
editors competition).  Some gentle persuasion and a few broken arms later, we have copy and 
the term’s edition should arrive just before the next. In Cambridge this will be the start of the 
Easter term, which, as you can imagine, causes just a little confusion with our partnership 
schools. 

Neil Stanley and I have co-edited some seventeen editions now, and like any “odd-couple” we 
do our own thing. Neil puts the Newsletter together as a first draft, ordering the articles and 
using a variety of fonts and styles and passes it to me. I place it all in the same font and re-
order the articles! Not once have we mentioned these subtle traits of stubbornness to each other 
- perhaps I should not mention that the Head of my primary school once drew a pig’s head in 
the margin of my exercise book. 

Why go on about article ordering? Well simply so I can list the links. We begin with two of 
our members who have created some space to write and thus share their thoughts on some 
basic issues. Jennifer Piggott has written an illuminating and measured article of importance. 
She has put three of the documents which primary teachers are expected to juggle with under 
the microscope and meticulously highlights some mismatches. These are probably just the tip 
of the iceberg! Jennifer has set the ball rolling on this one – we would do well to investigate 
further for ourselves. Steve Kennewell, who in his e-mail said ‘I can’t get out of the must-give-
reference mode yet’ (congratulations by the way, Steve) makes a detailed response to an issue 
first raised in the electronic list. I am sure we will continue to debate ICT pedagogy for a long 
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time to come and more articles like these two will serve to inform and take us forward in our 
own thinking (hint!). Thanks to you both for yours. 

So the two writers above have ‘created spaces’ to write and share their thoughts. Creating 
Spaces? Where have I heard of that before – oh yes, Avril’s article on a newly founded 
network which has all the hallmarks of going far. Chris Abbott went as far as the Czech 
Republic to create his space out on a term’s sabbatical – I promise you, you will see Chris in a 
completely new light when you read about what he eventually got up to during his Bohemian 
Sabbatical. Has Michelle Selinger gone even further in her new life on the other side? – read 
on. Finally there was still some blank space left after all the newsy items had been put in. It is 
hardly fair that I should hassle everyone else to write an article and not do so myself, so you 
could say I’ve creatively used the space and added a few ‘not an editorial’ thoughts. 

PS. If you haven’t booked your Summer conference place yet – then do it now and ensure 
there are no spaces left!  

P.P.S. Make a new resolution on May 1st and send in an article for the Summer newsletter – 
PLEASE! 

ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

Confused, Confusing or Simply Chaotic – some of the contradictory 
guidance associated with information handling at key stages 1 and 2 
Jennifer Piggott, University of Hertfordshire. 

Over the last two years I have been considering a range of issues related to “information 
handling”. One area of interest is the link between work on non-fiction texts in literacy and 
information handling in ICT. I am attempting to identify what knowledge, skills and 
understanding in this area might look like, and what an appropriate developmental profile 
might be. Looking at a number of documents available to primary practitioners some 
interesting points emerged. 

Quote 1 
“Ask the children to work in groups to collect information about an agreed topic. 
Encourage them to think about what they want to find out about the subject …Ask 
the children to think about where and how they will find out the information and 
how they will collect and present it.” 

Scheme of work for information technology QCA 1998, revised 2000 

Quote 2 
“Talk to children about what information they need and how they can find it.”  

NC for ICT 1999 

These two quotes seem to be addressing almost identical “skills”. Namely children: 
 thinking about and deciding on what information they might need 
 deciding on where to find the information 

In addition, the first quote appears to extend this to include the collection and presentation of 
the work, which might imply a wider range of skills. The interesting thing to note about these 
two statements is that the first is taken from the Year 1 (KS1) programme of the QCA scheme 
of work for information technology (1C The Information Around us) and the second is from 
the KS2 national curriculum document (1a). This apparent contradiction about what children 
should know, and when, is nothing if not confusing. How are teachers expected to be able to 
interpret government documents when they are giving such confusing messages and offer 
insufficient clarity of meaning and interpretation? 
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Reading further in the KS2 national curriculum (1b) there is a requirement to “prepare 
information for development using ICT, including selecting suitable sources, finding 
information, classifying it and checking it for accuracy”. This could be interpreting as 
extending the “collect and present” aspect of the first quote and therefore be building upon it 
but still no mention of presenting. You would, however, be forgiven for thinking that this 
makes the KS2 requirements look an even closer match to what is suggested for Year 1 of the 
QCA scheme of work. To the classroom practitioner it must be hard, if not impossible, to 
recognise what all this means in practice.  

The first quote, from the QCA scheme of work, is designed to address KS1 1c – “retrieve 
information that has been stored”. However, there is a lack of clarity about what this looks like 
as children engage in information handling activities. What ICT knowledge and skills are 
necessary to achieve this statement? The examples in the NC relate to CD ROMs (secondary 
data) and loading and saving work. These two quotes appear to be quite different in terms of 
skills required and are different again from collecting primary, data as could be implied by the 
QCA quote. This all makes the teacher’s role, in identifying progression in ICT knowledge and 
skills, an almost impossible task.  

The available guidance is unclear and misleading. The throwaway phrase “Knowledge skills 
and understanding” is a nonsense. What is the knowledge? What exactly are the skills? And 
what concepts are we expecting them to understand? A curriculum based on such a rocky 
foundation will not help teachers to teach the subject effectively or, if they do, for anyone to be 
able to identify why. 

Quote 3 
“Ask the children to work in small groups to research different habitats on a 
CD-ROM encyclopaedia. Remind the class to use the back button to retrace their 
steps if the get lost. Help children to copy information into a word processor and 
ask them to write one sentence about the animals they found. The sentence should 
include the key word they used.” 

Scheme of work for information technology QCA 1998, revised 2000 

Quote 4 
“to summarise orally in one sentence the content of a passage or text, and the main 
point it is making” 

National Literacy Strategy, DfEE, 1998 

Quote 3 is from the Year 2 programme from the QCA scheme of work (2C Finding 
Information) and quote 4 is from the National Literacy Strategy (NLS) (Year 3 Term 3 Text 
Level Work, Non-Fiction 19).  Here one cannot help but comment on the fact that the skill of 
summarising non-fiction text assumed in the Year 2 quote is only in its early stages of 
development. It is only beginning to be addressed in the NLS in Term 3 of Year 3 and is 
developed further in Year 4. Here I believe the issue is about the underlying knowledge and 
skills needed to handle text based information effectively. The high level skills needed to 
interact with, and interpret text, are dealt with in considerable detail in the literacy strategy and 
its supporting documentation and taken for granted in the ICT scheme of work and national 
curriculum. We are being offered examples which simply ignore the issues of children working 
with non-fiction texts and the skills of interpreting, reading with understanding and extracting 
appropriate information. 

We need to be much clearer about the vocabulary that is used and what it means to “handle 
information”. In addition there needs to be a detailed examination of the expectations in other 
subjects that develop and/or use information handling techniques to ensure a progression that 
is clearly defined and achievable. We need a deeper understanding of children’s learning in 
this area and ask ourselves whether information handling might be taught more effectively 
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elsewhere in the curriculum. A good starting point might be to analyse the progression in 
information handling in the NC and consider what that means in reality. Through this process 
it may be possible to articulate what is defined as “knowledge, skills and understanding” in this 
area. 

j.s.piggott@herts.ac.uk 

Is there really a lack of pedagogy for ICT? 
Stephen Kennewell, University of Wales, Swansea 

This question was recently raised on the ITTE discussion list by Jocelyn Wishart who was 
unhappy with the assertion by Clare Johnson (QCA) and Niel McLean (BECTA) that we lack 
pedagogy for ICT as a subject (Johnson & McLean, 2000). Jocelyn asked us what we thought, 
but the issues here seem complex and warrant a longer reply from me than is realistic in a 
broadcast email. 

First let me make clear that the question refers to ICT as a subject and core skill, as represented 
by examination syllabuses, the National Curriculum, and Key Skills specifications. The other 
aspect of ICT pedagogy – principles concerning the effective use of ICT in teaching other 
subjects – is quite well covered by academic literature, particularly Bridget Somekh’s seminal 
paper (Somekh & Davies, 1991), and by professional publications. But for ICT as a subject, 
Niel and Clare certainly seem to have a point concerning the lack of published material 
concerning ‘how to teach ICT’. The cupboard is not entirely bare; I can think of the valiant 
efforts of HMI (especially Gabriel Goldstein) to define good practice in teaching ICT through 
their reports (eg Goldstein, 1997), and I have grappled with the issues in ‘Developing the ICT 
Capable School’ (Kennewell et al., 2000) – particularly Chapter 7 concerning the specialist 
teacher of ICT. Roger Crawford (1999) has also made a contribution. But there is certainly 
nothing like the body of normative pedagogy and didactics such as there is for English, maths, 
science, history, etc. 

I don’t think that Clare and Niel were suggesting that teachers of ICT lack personal 
pedagogical knowledge, nor that they don’t reflect on their practice and try to improve it. I’m 
sure those of us who run specialist ICT courses in ITT work with excellent teachers who have 
well developed knowledge for teaching – both at the level of general approaches and specific 
methods for particular topics. We draw on their knowledge to help beginning teachers develop 
a process of changing their own subject knowledge into ways of representing and structuring 
concepts and processes for learners. For instance, if they send an email to someone and get a 
reply the next day, they should know themselves what has happened in between. They should 
next think about how to explain this to pupils, using an appropriate mixture of pupil tasks on 
and off the computer, demonstration, oral explanation, questioning, diagrams, etc. Similarly 
they should consider didactical issues like: 
• How do you teach Year 7 to use the standard tool for centering rather than pressing the 

space bar repeatedly? 
• What difficulties might Year 8 pupils have with constructing a spreadsheet model?  
• How would you make the Data Protection Act interesting and relevant for Year 10? 
• How would you explain the relative merits of different network topologies to Year 12? 
• How would you introduce database design to Year 8? How would it be different from what 

you would do with Year 6? Year 10? Year 12? 

It is also important for new secondary teachers to be inducted into a subject culture which 
provides much of their identity as teachers. Unfortunately it is suggested, by Ofsted and others, 
that currently too much ICT teaching is ineffective in enabling pupils to learn the subject at a 
conceptual level. It is thus important to identify and analyse pedagogical and didactical 
knowledge in relation to measures of success in pupil learning. The QCA initiative in 
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developing materials, training and support for KS3 is thus to be welcomed, and I believe a 
number of ITTE members are involved in this. They face a challenge in overcoming the 
inevitable difficulties of didactical reproducibility, and it will be interesting to see how the 
Internet can be used to help teachers to adapt successful ideas to their own context and develop 
their practice. A group of ITTE members is also currently writing a text for specialist ITT 
students on learning to teach ICT in secondary school. 

So the lack of a published literature of ICT pedagogy is being addressed, but we have a long 
way to go. My feeling is that this problem applies to the teaching of examination courses as 
well as KS3 ‘skills’ lessons. I carry out NOF training for a number of teachers of ICT, and find 
that a considerable change in pedagogy is required for many to incorporate the effective use of 
ICT into teaching ‘theory’ aspects of the syllabus. There must be considerable pedagogical 
wisdom locked up in NOF materials from the many providers – perhaps we should try to 
compile a synthesis? 

s.e.kennewell@swansea.ac.uk 
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Creating Spaces 
Avril Loveless, University of Brighton 

Creating Spaces is a unique network of independent professionals from a range of disciplines 
and institutions who are committed to developing the creative use of digital technologies in 
teaching and learning.  
Members are drawn from a diverse community and include representatives from: 
 Schools, higher education and educational research 
 Inspection and advisory services 
 Educational publishing and software production 
 The media and industry 

While we are not all teachers, education is central to all our work. We are not all technologists 
but digital media drives much of what we do. We are not all artists but facilitators of the 
creative process. 

At the core of this network are eight people who have been directly involved in promoting and 
showcasing the work of the Creating Spaces network including: 
 Tracy Atherton – primary teacher and adviser specialist in creating multimedia with 

children. (Hackney LEA) 
 Hannah Davies – researcher and project manager with a background in children’s media 

and community education (CLPE) 
 Anton Franks – lecturer in Drama education (London Institute of Education) 
 Vivi Lachs – curriculum director of Highwire CLC and author of ‘Making Multimedia’ 

(Hackney City Learning Centre) 
 Avril Loveless – teacher educator, writer and researcher (Brighton University) 
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 Richard Millwood - researcher and developer of new online community software, 
multimedia resources for teacher education and exemplary software for kids 
(ULTRALAB, Anglia Polytechnic University) 

 Steve Oram – director of the IT Learning Exchange (IT Learning Exchange) 
 Tony Wheeler – creative director and co-founder (TAG Learning Ltd.) 

These eight members form the steering group which currently drives the community in these 
early stages. Members of Creating Spaces are individuals and do not represent their 
organisations and institutions, but are able to draw upon their experience, expertise and 
networking resources appropriately. 

Background and rationale 

The network has developed from an initial meeting of five people where the aim was to share 
experiences and ideas of creative ways of working within education. Although from disparate 
backgrounds, the original five had a common vision of how digital technologies can be used to 
facilitate creative teaching and learning and realised that each person linked to a different 
network of people from a range of professional backgrounds but who shared similar goals.  

At the second meeting, each of the original five invited five more people who were asked to 
talk for five minutes about something creative that they have done using digital technologies, 
that they are interested in and wanted to share. With the support of the Arts Council there have 
been a further three meetings and the group has contributed to events such as Open, the annual 
conference of NAACE (National Association of Advisers for Computers in Education) and 
SITE (The International Society for IT in Teacher Education). 

Initial feedback from these public presentations has confirmed our perception that there is a 
real need for a more representative body that promotes, reflects and connects this important 
community. 

As a group we all have experience of effective creative learning in practice. We believe that 
this can only happen through recognising the potential of all young people and through helping 
teachers to develop and extend their own curriculum. We believe that this network can make a 
positive contribution to current discussions of policy and practice with national government 
agencies, LEAs, school practitioners and community links. 

The value of the network is that, through its personal structure and development, it has brought 
together and provided support for professionals who share common interests but who wouldn’t 
ordinarily communicate in their working lives (e.g. an artist and an LEA inspector). In this 
way, it has the potential to provide an innovative model of how an arts-focused professional 
group can be organised. 

Project outline 

The aims of the group are to promote a more inclusive, relevant and theoretically informed 
approach to teaching and learning with technology. 

The initial stage of the project is intended to achieve the following goals: 
 Constituting Creating Spaces as a sustainable organisation with achievable aims 
 Sharing examples of good practice as a network and to the wider educational community 

(e.g. through a web-site, seminars, presenting at conferences) 
 Using this to build up an accessible source of evidence based research from practitioners in 

the Creating Spaces group on the creative uses of digital technology 
 Dissemination of the work of the network  
 Intervention in debates about the future of teaching and learning and the role that 

technology can play 
 Links with other creative networks and communities 
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Outcomes 

The intended outcomes of the first phase of the project will be: 
 The constitution of Creating Spaces as an organisation 
 The securing of a sustainable revenue stream for the work of the network 
 A dynamic web-presence showcasing examples of the creative uses of technology 
 A programme of meetings focusing on particular elements of the work of the group for 

example, creative educational research; opportunities for creativity within the curriculum 
etc. 

 Extending the network to include a stronger and more active core membership and a model 
for attracting and keeping touch with a much broader associate membership. 

Members of Creating Spaces will be attending the ITTE Annual Conference in Swansea in 
July. If you are interesting in being involved in the group or contributing to links within the 
network, you are welcome to join in the conference session and discussion. 

Direct contact can be made through: creatingspace@tagteacher.net 
The Open University site on Creativity might also be of interest to ITTE members. 
www.open.ac.uk/educationandlanguages/research/groups/Creativity/index.htm 

aml@pavilion.co.uk 

Bohemian Sabbatical 
Chris Abbott, King’s College London 

The deal seemed a reasonable one; after several years in which I seemed to have ended up with 
more teaching than expected – and after finally finishing my PhD – I was offered a one-term 
sabbatical from May-July 2000 during which I could finish writing two books. The only catch: 
I would have to complete most of a full year’s teaching and research load in the first two 
terms… 

Deciding where to go didn’t take long. I knew I wanted the experience of living and working 
in a University in a different country, and my strongest links were with colleagues in Sweden, 
the Netherlands and the Czech Republic. The first two were quickly ruled out on grounds of 
cost – accommodation for three months in any northern European country was always going to 
be expensive. The Czech Republic, on the other hand, ought to be affordable. My colleagues at 
Charles University kindly offered me a Visiting Fellowship, which came with the right to rent 
a room in a student hall at local rates. I therefore ended up living for three months in what was 
called a Professor’s Room – one sparse room with shared kitchen and bathroom in a 1960s 
suburban tower block – for the princely sum of £1.84 a night. When Hazel came to stay in the 
school holidays, the nightly rent rocketed to almost £5… 

I have been working on joint projects with Charles University for several years and have 
visited the country on many occasions. Some of my work had been with the ICT department of 
the Pedagogical Faculty, but most had been with the Faculty of Maths and Physics, who are 
heavily involved in the use of the Web for distance education. It was for that reason that I, an 
ex-English teacher with an appalling history of failure in Science (Grade 9 O-level Physics-
with-Chemistry) found myself as an eminent Visiting Fellow in the very faculty where Albert 
Einstein once lectured. 

My plan was to write the two books, start some new personal research and give seminars in the 
mornings, read in the afternoons and travel at the weekends. In the event, nothing was quite as 
routine as expected. Writing the books was reasonably straight-forward once I mastered the 
Czech menus for Word, but the first hurdle with the research was translating my student 
questionnaire about homepages. With the help of my great friend and colleague Stanislav 
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Zelenda, this was eventually completed, and I collected much useful data to compare with my 
previous work in the UK. The seminars, on the other hand, had to happen very early in my 
stay; by June most of the students were away revising and the campus was strangely silent.  

Unfortunately, the course of Czech lessons for which I had signed up was cancelled, but after 
advertising on the Hall’s noticeboard I found two students who offered to teach me a few 
Czech phrases in return for my willingness to attempt to answer their complex questions about 
the use of the subjunctive in English etc. Living in a student hall for three months was an 
interesting experience although not one I would rush to repeat. Czech students are much poorer 
than their British counterparts and they seemed to be studying much longer hours. It was 
surprisingly quiet in the block, except when visiting Professors attending conferences arrived, 
and the students ran a film society which showed first-run movies every Tuesday in the social 
block next door. 

I did keep to the routine of working in the Faculty each morning, where I shared an office with 
Stanislav and I was provided with a computer and Internet connection which proved to be 
rather more reliable than the one I have in London at my office. Lunch most days was taken in 
the canteen shared by staff and students – all home-made and usually consisting of a hearty 
soup followed by meat and dumplings or potatoes. Complete with a slice of cake and a glass of 
watery black tea, this cost me 47p a day. 

Reading in the afternoons took place in a variety of libraries, historic or modern. The Prague 
City Library was very impressive, with helpful staff and a pleasant outdoor courtyard reading 
area. As the weather improved, the distractions of the Botanical Gardens (handily placed near 
the Student Halls) provided pleasant surroundings in which to fight the post-dumpling 
drowsiness, usually without success. Cultural evening events are thick on the ground in Prague 
of course, although evening visits to the ballet and opera were curtailed by mid-term when 
serious theatre shut down for the summer.  

At this point, an unexpected development arose; I was approached by the Prague Festival of 
World Puppet Theatre and asked to chair the 2000 Jury. I should explain, perhaps, that long 
before I got involved in computers I was – and remain – a puppet enthusiast (and I’m now 
General Secretary of British UNIMA – the international puppet organisation). I readily agreed, 
knowing that I would be unlikely to be in a position to do so in the future. The Festival ran for 
seven days with performances from 9.30 in the morning until midnight – and I saw every 
show. My fellow judges, a Professor of puppet theatre from Bulgaria and the Director of the 
Puppet Festival in Tunisia, were easy to work with, although the only common language we all 
had was a mixture of French and English. During the week I was interviewed by Japanese and 
Czech television, although I have never seen the result. It was a fascinating experience even if 
some of the companies did stop talking to me after the results were announced. I never thought 
I would be standing on a platform opening envelopes and saying “And the winner is…” 

I learnt a lot during my time in Prague about working conditions in a very different University. 
Although facilities were meagre and wages low, it was refreshing to note the lack of 
interference from funding bodies provided that the teaching and the research papers were 
forthcoming. The research I conducted – hopefully to be covered in a paper to be submitted to 
JITTE – showed interesting differences in attitude between Czech and British students where 
the use of English on homepages is concerned. I have been interested for some time in the role 
of the English language in the online literacy practices of students. There are particular factors 
to be considered in post-Communist societies like the Czech Republic however, and this will 
be taken into account during the next stage when we hope to repeat the research, this time in 
Hungary at the University of Budapest with the help of Professor Andrea Karpathi; although 
with me working from London this time. 
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Living away from home for three months was not easy, and the novelty of staying in a student 
room wore off after about three weeks, but the experience of considering ICT in teacher 
education, among other topics, whilst immersed in a different culture for a significant length of 
time was immensely valuable. It was an experience I had not had since I was involved in 
teacher education in Nigeria as a VSO twenty years ago, but this time I at least had electricity 
and running water. Of course, to complete the exercise I really need to find a way for one of 
my colleagues at Charles University to spend some time at King’s but I know of no way of 
funding this. Since the average lecturer’s salary in the Czech Republic is worth around 200 
pounds a month here it seems unlikely that it will happen. If anyone has any suggestions, 
please get in touch – and if you are lucky enough to be offered a sabbatical I would certainly 
recommending spending it in a different country if you can manage to fund the experience. 

chris.abbott@kcl.ac.uk 

Life on the other side 
Michelle Selinger, Education Specialist, Cisco Systems 

Three months in and still no regrets. Working for Cisco Systems as an education specialist 
means I am now able to do the things I used to do on the periphery of my previous job, full 
time. This means I can do them properly and have the luxury of thinking time. Not that it is all 
expense account meals and high class hotels. I still work hard and long hours, but I can see 
light at the end of the tunnel. I’m also learning fast.  

The main thing I’ve become aware of is the growing ICT skills gap, something that seems to 
be missing from the information that gets through to the education sector. Some of the gender 
statistics make grim reading. The UK seems to be particularly bad at attracting women to the 
ICT industry. I have been sitting on a group called Feminising ICT Taskforce, set up by the 
DfEE and including women from industry and education (Angela McFarlane was also on the 
group). After three meetings in which we discussed the issues and listened to research findings, 
we have made recommendations to the Government about ways in which the gender issue can 
be tackled and how this could help recruitment into areas of shortage.  

One of the grimmer findings was how many girls are turned off ICT by IT lessons at key 
stage 3, and for some their views were entrenched before they went to secondary schools. They 
were reported as thinking that ICT was dull and uninspiring. They did not think of ICT as 
having any meaning beyond computers and schools. The evidence from part of a MORI study 
conducted for the e-skillsNTO into girls in the 9-14 age range images of ICT reads: 

Some of the younger respondents also suggested that having IT professionals 
teaching the occasional class, or giving lectures about IT, and what it involves, 
would be an ideal way of informing school children. They felt that actual 
demonstrations are important, as it is not immediately apparent to them what is 
involved, and they find it hard to envisage. Indeed, they feel the schools should 
be doing more to promote IT as a career, and as a subject choice. (MORI, 2001) 

Their image of someone who worked in the ICT industry was the computer geek in the 
Simpsons. Whilst the gender focus has moved away from girls to boys, a big problem is back 
upon us. 

Perhaps one of the roles of IT lessons in schools then is to go beyond the teaching of 
applications and using IT for their subjects and into studies about how ICT is used in the 
workplace and in society in general. 

Jane Millar at the Science and Technology Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex has 
completed a comparative study called ‘Women in ITEC’. The study compared the participation 
of women in courses expected to lead to ITEC careers in the UK, USA, Canada, Ireland, Spain 
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and Taiwan. The UK had the worst statistics with only 28% in the ITEC sector, of which only 
9% were in ITEC occupations within that sector. 

Other parts of my role are exciting. I am about to undertake an evaluation of the Cisco 
Networking Academies Programme that is used in 108 countries throughout the world to train 
networking specialists. It is a face to face model but has an online curriculum with online 
assessment. It has been developed in the US and was originally started to train high school 
students to help hard-pressed schools with installing and maintaining their networks. The 
evaluation will be both a quantitative study looking at who is taking up the programme and 
why, and a qualitative study into the learning and assessment models and how they are 
translated into other countries’ curricular and assessment paradigms. 

Cisco is also sponsoring two European events and I am helping to plan these. One is an 
elearning summit in May with a focus on private public partnerships, and the other is 
supporting eSchola week with the European SchoolNet http://eschola.eun.org  

mselinge@cisco.com 

Reference 
MORI (2001) Image of ICT. Research study conducted for e-skills NTO, London, e-skillsNTO 

One ITTE mailing list, one term, three (plus) impacts on one person 
Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge 

In previous newsletters we have often tried to summarise and order one particular discussion 
which featured on the electronic list during the term. This time around it is different. One 
particular person – me - has taken several discussions and written about the positive effects 
they have had on their term. 

The non-working CD-ROM 

It all started with the ‘really-we-shouldn’t-mention-them’ TTA’s Skills tests CD-ROM discs 
which didn’t work. I got quite het up about this. Firstly I was being forced into using 
Microsoft’s I.E.5.5. Secondly as a lecturer teaching Group Theory and Differential Equations 
to undergraduates at degree level, it became a matter of pride when I found question 2 (the 
school trip using three coaches etc), just a trifle difficult to do in my head! I compiled a range 
of (printable) comments from the list and gave a copy to my Principal as she too was very 
concerned on the trainees’ behalf. The list briefed her well and the comments were passed on 
… 

The Computer Suite is the answer to everything 

Some people had obviously got a little tired of the tunnelled vision of the tests and a “friend 
from the North” posted a few thoughts on what he had (and hadn’t seen) whilst visiting his 
students on teaching practice. This started the debate on “one computer, lots of classrooms 
versus lots of computers, one computer suite”. It was very timely as I was about to raise the 
issue theoretically in a block lecture to 140 Year3 BEd students. I feel that the majority of 
(inexperienced) students unthinkingly believe that it is going to be much easier to teach in a 
computer suite simply because there are some substantial difficulties in managing a whole 
class and only one computer. Until they can practise they have little to ‘hang-on’ to. Sharing 
the thoughts of other ITTE members with them opened up the arguments (and made it a more 
interesting lecture – thanks!). I haven’t quite finished with our “friend from the North” as his 
message and a part reply, has given me the introduction (with permission) to an abstract I have 
submitted to the Summer Conference. 

Children visiting the Institution 
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Recently someone asked about the possibility of 
having Children visit as a means to help ascertain 
trainees’ level of competence. This year a new, 
young and enthusiastic person joined the Homerton 
ICT team and, having previously taught at a 
primary school only spitting distance from the 
College, arranged for several classes to come in – 
though not really for ‘testing’ purposes. (The 
Primary School was built 101 years ago to serve as 
the College’s Training School – now we just have 
to help out at the Pelican Crossing!). The two 
photos (the front cover of this edition and the one 
here) were taken on one of these visits. Our Year3 BEd KS2/3 groups have a discrete ICT 
course over one and a half terms. Owing to the degree structure, with main subject study in the 
first two years, it is the first time when our students have a substantial curriculum content. Skill 
levels are increasing each year (as is the home ownership of not just a computer, but all the 
peripherals) but nevertheless there is a wide range. Having introduced the usual range of 
applications separately, we set them a task of using Hyperstudio to produce a learning resource 
(which would combine all the separate skills) for a topic area of their choice. The students 
were also required to devise some ‘off the computer’ tasks to complement the topic. The finale 
would be to present this to a small group of pupils in the College’s computer rooms, twice - 
allowing for immediate reflection and modification! 

It was quite an eye-opener. The major difficulty for most students appeared not to be the ICT 
skills or the subject content, but simply organising themselves and working in a collaborative 
manner! The time wasted, measured in weeks in some cases, discussing what they would do 
rather than actually doing a single thing was an important learning exercise. We supported the 
groups on the technical side, but were determined not to be mother hens fussing around 
knowing that they would all come up with the goods in the end! Year 6 pupils arrived rather 
overawed by the number of computers and ‘adults’, the students arrived overawed by their 
responsibility for a maximum of two pupils each. It was very, very quiet (who dares to touch 
the mouse wins) until changeover time. Then with the ice broken everyone relaxed and a good 
time was had (hopefully) by all. We would not like to count the amount of extra hours the 
students spent in preparing for the visit – but many were fired up with enthusiasm and keen to 
start their placement with ICT high on the agenda. It looks set to be a permanent feature of the 
course. 

ICT Portfolios 

My final ‘plus bit’ isn’t strictly from the list at all, but is indicative of ITTE’s sharing 
community. The term concludes with one hundred (I can’t believe it) PGCE ICT Portfolios in 
my room ready for marking over the Easter ‘holidays’. Maybe this should be the start of a new 
list discussion, but alternatively, Jane Sharp from King Alfred’s Winchester wrote an excellent 
article in last year’s Summer Newsletter about peer marking. A copy of this has been sent to 
the relevant course director. 

So what did you get up to this term? 
ecj20@cam.ac.uk 
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SITE 2001  
Malcolm Hughes, Bristol UWE 

This year I was very lucky to be part of a large contingent of colleagues from ITTE who 
attended the 12th International Conference of the Society for Information Technology and 
Teacher Education from March 5-10, 2001 in Orlando, Florida. 

Two years ago the SITE conference seemed to be dominated by less than successful attempts 
to show how learning theory impacted on and supported the use of ICT across the curriculum. 
At this year’s conference there were vestiges of the argument, particularly in the area of 
developmental psychology and how young children are using computers. However, the main 
agenda has moved on and the current proceedings were dominated by the move to providing 
ITT and postgraduate courses on-line, with concomitant opportunities for assessment through 
the development of e-portfolios. Aspects of the debate ranged from how some institutions were 
only surviving by their ability to provide such courses, though practical guidance about the 
challenges and pitfalls of distance learning models, to the often-unhappy marriage of technical 
endeavour and pedagogy.  

The conference days were very intensive, beginning with keynote addresses at 08.00 and 
sessions continuing to 18.00. There were 810 paper presentations with 15 concurrent sessions 
being the typical pattern and, therefore, the most important decisions of the day were about 
which sessions to attend and which to dismiss.  

I have a CD of all papers published as Proceedings. If anybody would like a full version of a 
paper in electronic form (or hard copy) or would like to borrow the book of abstracts to search 
for papers on other subjects, then please let me know. A number of new SIGS were established 
during the conference. Of particular interest was ‘Building e-communities’ and ‘E-portfolios’ – 
and I am sure the chairs of any of the groups would welcome cooperation and collaboration 
with colleagues in ITTE. Please let me know of your interests. 

Of course the beer was foul and the wine worse, the steaks were enormous, and the company 
and setting were stunning. I watched the space shuttle launch from Cocoa beach at some 
ungodly hour on Thursday morning and gazed in some amazement at the giant playground that 
is central Florida. If you can manage to find the funding then I would encourage you to submit 
for SITE 2002. The British influence is strong and growing. 

Malcolm.Hughes@uwe.ac.uk 

BERA-NITE-SIG 
Avril Loveless, University of Brighton 

The British Educational Research Association New Technologies in Education Special 
Interest Group 

BERA-NITE is the Special Interest Group within BERA which relates to research in ICT in 
education. In the past few years the group has hosted a series of symposia at the BERA Annual 
Conference, in which members are invited to present their papers in themed sessions and 
discuss key issues arising from research needs in the field. Paul Shabajee of University of 
Bristol and Avril Loveless of University of Brighton have been the convenors during the past 
two years, supported and encouraged by Marilyn Leask, currently at NFER. There are obvious 
overlaps between the interests of ITTE members and this Special Interest Group and we 
welcome greater participation and collaboration between members in the network. 

The BERA conference this year will be in Leeds on 13-15th September. BERA-NITE will be 
presenting four symposia: 
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 Methodologies and Models -  
Di Mavers et al; Bridget Somekh et al; Avril Loveless 

 Being On-line – access and communication -  
Paul Shabajee; Babs Dore; Christina Preston 

 Ultralab – a learning technology research centre - 
Ian Terrell et al; Leonie Ramondt et al; Carole Chapman et al; Richard Millwood et al; 
Jean Johnson et al; Stephen Heppell et al; Alice Mitchell et al; I. Tindal et al. 

 NFER - Innovative Practice Using ICT in English Schools – findings from selected case 
studies 
Barbara Lee, Marilyn Leask, Alison Kington and Sue Harris 

Although we do not yet know the date and times of our symposia, we do welcome all ITTE 
members who may be attending BERA to join us for this interesting programme. Further 
details of BERA and its work can be found at http://www.bera.ac.uk 

aml@pavilion.co.uk 

BECTA update 
Helen Walker 

Virtual Teacher Centre 
Changes to the Virtual Teacher Centre 
http://vtc.ngfl.gov.uk 
The Virtual Teacher Centre (re-launched in January 
2001) provides schools with a newer, faster and 
more powerful way to source information and 
services on the web. 
What is the VTC? 
The Virtual Teacher Centre is the online area of the 
NGfL that provides content and services for all 
those involved in schools education. It hosts the 
Teacher Resource Exchange, VTC Conferences, 
and provides a quick route into other government 
sources such as the Becta ICT Support areas, the 
Becta Educational Software Database and DfEE 
information and web sites, as well as sourcing 
NGfL approved educational content on the Web. 
The new VTC retains the best features developed 
over the last year, such as the professional 
development and subject areas.  
New features of the VTC 

Using the VTC Search facility 
If you know exactly what you want (for example a 
specific resource or piece of information), enter the 
description into the search field (top left) and click 
‘Go’. The VTC search will return relevant results 
based on the words you entered, plus all similar 
terms contained in the VTC database. Results will 
be categorised according to relevance. If you know 
roughly what you want (for example a resource for 
a particular programme of study), you can use the 
Guided Search. Select the criteria relevant to your 
field or area of interest from the drop-down boxes, 
click ‘Go’ and the VTC search will retrieve all 
content and resources relevant to that area or 
profile. 

Customising the 
VTC to suit you 
The redeveloped 
VTC has the 
facility to register with the site and provide yourself 
with a profile. Simply let the VTC know who you 
are and what your areas of interest are, and every 
time you subsequently visit and log in, you will be 
provided with a customised home page that 
provides you with content relevant to your needs. 
The VTC is working with DfEE and QCA to 
develop a common system, so that later in 2001, you 
only need have one log-in name and password to 
visit several sites. 

Should you not want to register with the VTC, but 
still receive the benefits of customisation, you can 
use the VTC Viewer on the home page. Select your 
preferred subject, age range and/or area of interest 
from the drop-down boxes, and the VTC will 
provide you with relevant information. 

Renaming the Contributory Database - The 
Teacher Resource Exchange 

As part of the VTC services Becta maintains a 
service for teachers to share practice. This was 
called the Contributory Database. Following 
discussions with focus groups and our funders the 
name has been changed to the Teacher Resource 
Exchange. This name describes the service more 
clearly. It is still available at the same url of 
http://contribute.ngfl.gov.uk 

The Teacher Resource Exchange is designed to help 
teachers share and develop teaching resources and 
activities. Contributions will be many and varied, 
from simple ideas and resources to complete 
contributions, e.g. lesson plans or schemes of work. 
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Examples include: a PowerPoint presentation to 
teach about the structure of a leaf; a spreadsheet 
which can produce an infinite number of variations 
of 15 different KS2 maths homework sheets; a 
spreadsheet simulation designed for pupils to 
explore spacecraft orbits; a short scheme of work 
for KS4 English on Pre 19th Century Gothic 
Stories, with background guidance, a teacher 
template and examples of student work. There are 
hundred of contributions and the number is growing 
daily. 

How does the Teacher Resource 
Exchange work 

You can visit the site and browse or search the 
existing contributions, download material and if you 
have comments, add a note to a resource. Of course 
you can also add your own contributions. The 
materials are organised into three levels or tiers, and 
you can contribute to the first two. 

First thoughts - this level or tier is intended to be 
where most people will start to contribute their 
resources, lesson plans or other materials. You 
might have developed a bright idea e.g. how to 
make a pin hole camera from a crisps tube, a 
resource such as a power point presentation with 
animation and sound or a lesson plan with some 
resources which others can try out. 

Developing Ideas - this level or tier is intended to 
be where people will contribute more developed 
ideas, possibly for a whole concept, lesson or topic 
with aims, objectives, learning outcomes, etc. It is 
expected that contributions to this level will be 
things which have been tried out and found to be 
successful. An author of a first thought can develop 
items after having had notes, comments, and 
feedback on the original contribution from others. 

New Resources - the final level is for complete, 
structured learning and teaching resources which 
have been used successfully in a number of schools 
and provide a well rounded description of 
established practice and the issues about 
implementing and managing the approach. 

If you would like to contribute do visit 
http://contribute.ngfl.gov.uk 

Becta has had a couple of people ask about ITE 
students contributing to the TRE and whether there 
might be student area. Whilst the system would not 
allow this at the moment Becta will be redeveloping 
the site and would welcome comments so that 
suitable flexibility can be built into the system if at 
all possible. The main questions are: 
• Is the idea is a good one? 
• What approach to student ordering and 

promoting ideas would be sensible? 
• How would the system be moderated and 

would ITE institutions find it a valuable adjunct 
to their work? 

• Are there any issues about trying to develop 
this type of service? 

Thoughts/comments to David_hassell@becta.org.uk 

 “The Secondary School of the Future” 
and “The Primary School of the Future” 
Becta is carrying out research for the DfEE utilising 
data from Ofsted concerning the relationship 
between the ICT resources of schools and the 
academic achievement of pupils within those 
schools. 

The reports are now available to browse as a Web 
document, or in pdf format for ease of printing: 

http://www.becta.org.uk/news/reports/secondaryfut
ure/index.html 

http://www.becta.org.uk/news/reports/primaryfuture
/index.html 

Further reports are being produced relating to this 
data, and will be made available in a downloadable 
format. 

Internet safety  
Becta hosted a seminar at the Education Show on 
behalf of the DfEE to further explore and debate 
current concerns around internet safety. It builds on 
the attention drawn this month by Learning and 
Technology Minister Michael Wills to revised and 
updated guidance on internet safety issued by the 
DfEE for schools in England.  

Published by the DfEE and Becta, the 
Superhighway safety web site contains revised 
information relating to pupils email addresses, chat 
rooms, filtering and photos of children on web sites. 
It also has information on acceptable use policies 
for the Internet, Internet monitoring organisations, 
intellectual property and copyright and much more. 
http://safety.ngfl.gov.uk 

Becta Information Sheets 
There is a wide range of Becta information sheets 
available on line.The latest three cover Broadband, 
Telecommunications and Wireless Wide Area 
Networking. To help you find what you want 
quickly, the information sheets have been 
subdivided into three categories, and there is also a 
list of all information sheets currently available. 
http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/infosheets/inde
x.html 

Educational Software Database 
The recently re-launched Educational Software 
Database (BESD) contains information about 
thousands of software packages which are 
educational in nature, available in the UK and 
targeted at the pre-school to further education 
market. Information contained within this database 
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has been provided directly by software publishers. 
http://besd.becta.org.uk/ 

Creativity CD ROM 
The English, Creativity, ICT & the Curriculum 
Conference took place on March 14th. The line up 
included presentations from the English and Media 
Centre, Film Education and the Poetry Society, to 
name but a few. A CD ROM for INSET providers is 
being prepared, which will include some scenes 
from the conference, the key note speeches and the 
key themes of the seminars, as well as useful 
resources to support the teaching of creativity in 
English with ICT. The CD ROM will be free and 
available from Becta. To request a copy, please send 
an email stating ‘Creativity CD ROM request’ in the 
subject line to: Sarah_thomson@becta.org.uk 

For further information, contact 
Jane_Spilsbury@becta.org.uk. Jane is Education 
Officer, Secondary English 

Teachers Online Web site 
The Teachers Online Project is demonstrating how 
being on line can improve classroom practice, 
leadership and administration. The Web site 
includes case studies, news, on line projects, events 
and support materials. 

http://teachersonline.ngfl.gov.uk/ 

Free Teachers Online Newsletter 
The monthly Teachers Online Project newsletter 
will keep you up-to-date with the latest educational 
ICT news, events, initiatives and school / classroom 
ideas. It has regular articles on topics such as on line 
projects, expeditions and partnerships with other 
schools. It also contains regular Web site reviews 
and an opportunity to send in your ideas. 
http://teachersonline.ngfl.gov.uk/newsletter.php3 

TEEM News 
Nick Austin 

TEEM – Teachers Evaluating Educational Multimedia – continues 
to expand on many fronts. Having established itself as the key site 
to visit for independent, objective evaluations of educational CD-
ROMs, the site now hosts similar analysis of educational websites. 

It is also running a pilot to investigate the evaluation of the educational value of software games aimed 
at the home market. 

TEEM offers all teachers in Key Stages 1-4 opportunities to find out more about multimedia that will 
help them to become more effective software users. And for those teachers who are confident and 
competent users, TEEM offers free training to become an evaluator. 

In addition to its website and training, TEEM has a high profile at shows and exhibitions such as BETT, 
the Under-12s Exhibition and The Education Show, at which it runs hands-on activities that help 
teachers get the best out of their software. 

TEEM evaluations are carried in columns in the TES Primary Magazine, Junior Focus and Education 
Guardian. 

The TEEM website at www.teem.org.uk is attracting around five and a half thousand visitors each day. 
Teachers who wish to apply for evaluator training can make an online submission or can call 
Clare Hurren on (01223) 505207 for further details. 

Free Access to Spark Island for Teacher Trainers and Trainees 
At the Bett Show we were approached by the developers of Spark Island with an offer of a licence arrangement 
for teacher trainers and students.  ITTE members may be interested to look at this resource. ITTE does not 
endorse or promote particular products, but draws attention to resources which may be useful in our work. 

From the Spark Island Press Release: 

www.sparkisland.com is a new online education resource which helps children aged 3 – 12 succeed in 
Early Years, Key Stage 1 and 2 subjects (initially covering Maths, English and Science) in a unique, 
colourful and curriculum-led environment.  It also provides a range of curriculum-based resources and 
information for teachers, and in-depth support and advice for parents. 

Spark Island has been developed in conjunction with an advisory board of practising teachers and 
education experts, and is confident that it will be used by more than half the country’s primary schools 
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within the next three years. This will be largely due to the depth and breadth of its unique and 
immersive content that is linked to both the English National Curriculum and Scottish Guidelines.  The 
activities and games on Spark Island have been designed to be accessed in three different ways – by 
teachers, parents and children – and are updated and added to on a regular basis. 

The activities in Spark Island have been trialled with children, parents and teachers in homes and 
classrooms.  In more detail: 

The site provides teachers, children and parents with a range of supportive, original and relevant online 
content spanning all primary years, with curriculum-based classroom resources, lesson plans and 
helpful links to educational sites. From March 2001 teachers and parents will also be able to chat and 
share ideas online with each other, via the unique Spark Island community facilities. 

Spark Island are looking to work with teaching colleges and trainees alike, to offer free licences* for 
use during all their courses and training periods, and for a limited time afterwards as NQTs transfer into 
teaching jobs. 

*Usual subscription costs are as follows - based on the number of pupils in each school: 

Up to 100 pupils £100 +VAT 

Between 100-300 pupils £200 +VAT 

300+ pupils £300 +VAT 

Contact: tim.rosenberg@sparklearning.com 

GridClub 
Claire Edwards 

www.gridclub.com 

An exciting new initiative, provided free for children aged 7 to 11  

GridClub offers a range of professionally mediated clubs coupled with a virtual library of interactive 
resources that relate to the National Curriculum at Key Stage 2.   It combines online facilities with a 
series of television programmes and a host of other materials.   

DfEE have appointed Channel 4, Oracle Corporation and Intuitive Media to combine the appeal of 
television and the web to offer activities that will support and engage children in a safe yet fun 
environment – GridClub! 

Children can safely communicate in the clubs through publishing articles, sending messages, debates, 
quizzes and Hot Seat Q&A sessions.  Alternatively, a visit to the virtual library offers a range of 
stimulating and fun educational activities – as well as guidance for supportive adults at home and in 
school. The Virtual Library is continuously monitored and evaluated to ensure that the content is 
suitable, relevant and up to date – keeping the site interesting and safe for children. 

The result?  A fresh approach to learning in school and at home! 

Register online at www.gridclub.com 

CEdwards@Channel4.co.uk 

New on the Bookshelf 
Neil Stanley 
Several new titles from in easy steps including 
Dreamweaver, Photoshop 6, PSP 7, Illustrator 
9, CGI & Perl, The Internet and Windows ME. 
The Dummies series also has a new Photoshop 

6 book and a new edition of Building a PC. 
O'Reilly have a paperback version of Database 
Nation: the death of privacy in the 21st Century 
(Simson Garfinkel) 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 
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Web Wanderings 
Neil Stanley 

There are some great little CAL routines (as 
freestanding Flash applications) on several 
aspects of teaching IT at 

http://www.bt.com/futuretalk/education/ 

I don't know what you'll make of this one - the 
url gives it away really 

http://www.goalsguy.com/Knowledge/index.htm 

I've put http://www.sodaplay.com/ to one side as I 
suspect that it could eat up a lot of time. 

The official Who wants to be a millionaire site 
at http://www.phone-a-friend.com has all the 
information but the detail on some of the 
unofficial sites can be better or more accessible 
(I was after some data for a stats exam question! 
Do male winners win more than female?). 

Probably the best map site at the moment is 
http://www.mapblast.com - you can even get 
indicative house numbers and it remembers 
your previous maps. 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

Endpiece 
Neil Stanley 

Reading (for fun) has been slow recently, Girlfriend 44 by Mark 
Barrowcliffe is ok but hasn't pulled me in. I've just had my membership 
of the ILT confirmed - anyone else out there? 

As you are already aware I potter with MP3 files. A recently 
recommended download from http://www.dbpoweramp.com/ looks good. 
It seems fast and simple to use, enabling you to transfer your CDs to 
mp3s for your portable MP3 player without hassle. I know music taste is 
even weirder than books, but Dido's album has been a fixture on my 
player for a good few weeks now. 
 A healthy lunch for your committee 

And now to annoy the Apple fans - I've been using Windows ME for a while now, it seems to have resolved most 
of the hassles W98SE2-plus-all-the-fixes was giving me. 

Logotron is independent again following a management buyout/buyback, all the familiar names are there too. 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

Advance notice: February 2002 

The 6th ITTE Research Seminar 

will be held on 

Friday 8th February & Saturday 9th February 2002 

as usual at the sumptuous venue of 

The Møller Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge. 

 

Please pencil this date into your diary now! 
 

Initial enquiries to: Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge. CB2 2PH. 

e-mail: ecj20@cam.ac.uk 
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17th –19th July 2001 
University of Wales Swansea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Keynote speakers include Rosamund Sutherland (Bristol University) and Denise 
Schmidt (Iowa University, USA) 

 Input and discussion on the new standards for ICT in ITT, training ICT specialists, 
comparison of provision across the UK and other current issues 

 Papers, short presentations and workshops from members and international 
visitors 

 New feature: “Talking heads” – a chance for all to contribute brief thoughts, ideas 
and insights concerning how ICT influences knowledge and learning 

 En-suite accommodation, meals from lunch Tuesday to lunch Thursday, and 
Conference dinner at the Dylan Thomas Centre included 

 And, of course, the AGM! 

 
All for £195 (before 19th May) full residential price – non-resident also available. 
 

For further details and application form if you haven’t got one, contact Steve 
Kennewell (s.e.kennewell@swan.ac.uk, 01792 518639). 

To discuss ideas for a paper, presentation, workshop or brief thought, contact Dave 
Longman (david.longman@newport.ac.uk, 01633 432629). 
You’ll also find an application form and call for papers on the web via: 
http://ted.newport.ac.uk/itte/ 
 


